ADA Signs-Raster™ Braille

Quality

Kroy’s Raster Braille Signs comply with all relevant ADA regulations
and federal requirements for color, size, style, content and spacing.
Durable and highly vandal resistant, these signs are more visually
appealing and functional than standard engraved signs or signs with
surface applied characters, numbers and symbols.

Service

Raster Braille Signs feature raised copy, graphics and clear acrylic
raster Braille. Permanently bonded characters and graphics are
specific to your facility sign specifications. This innovative
advancement guarantees graphic structural integrity and vandal
resistance especially in high traffic environments.
Kroy’s solid color engraving material sign panels are rated for interior
and exterior applications and insure color consistency. Signs remain
uniform and like-new even after incurring abrasions, markings and
scratches typically found in publicly accessible buildings.
Room identification, space designation and accessibility guideline
compliance is easily achieved with Kroy’s Raster Braille Signs. ADA
compliant room numbers, Grade II Braille and identification messages
are visually informative and available in a variety of layouts and
configurations. Kroy’s design options provide for flexibility and
functionality with virtually any sign type.
For more information on this or other Kroy Sign products, call
1-800-950-5769, send us an email or visit us on the web.
signs@kroysignsystems.com • www.kroysignsystems.com

Innovation

Esthetics
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ADA Signs-Raster™ Braille
Specification Data
1

Materials
(1a) 1/16”, 1/8” or 1/4” clear or backpainted acrylic or
1/16“ or 1/8” solid color engraving material.
(1b) 1/32” permanently bonded solid color engraving
material text and graphics.
(1c) .060” diameter clear acrylic rasters.
(1d) Optional Sign Post mounting.
(1e) 1/16” solid color engraving material panel with
routed window.
(1f) .040” non glare clear polycarbonate lens.
(1g) 1/8” solid color engraving material panel.
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1a

Graphics
1/32" raised pictogram, text and Grade II Braille.
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1d

Colors
Solid color engraving material: Black, Silver, Slate,
White, Bright White, Almond, Taupe, Pine Green, Blue,
Red, Burgundy, Yellow, Dark Brown.
1/16", 1/8" and 1/4" gloss or non-glare clear acrylic,
surface or subsurface painted to match customer
specified color or left unpainted.
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6x6

.5” Inserts

6x6

1e

8x8

.75” Inserts

1f
1g

Changeable Message

1.5 x 8
4x8
12 x 12
6 x 12

8x8

4x4

Standard Kroy Sizes
and Styles

1.5 x 4
8x6

8x8

Summary: 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design

6x6

Custom
Sizes
Available

Raised tactile text and Grade II
Braille complies with (ADAAG)
Americans with Disabilities Act
Architectural Guidelines.
Available in radius and square.
Custom shapes and sizes
available upon request.
Add a logo to improve company
identity.
Router cut panels provide
accurate cuts and satin
sign edges.
Lasercut panels provide
accurate cuts and polished
sign edges.

Letters and numerals shall be raised 1/32" upper case sans serif type and shall be accompanied with Grade II Braille.
Raised characters shall be at least 5/8" high, but no higher than 2". Pictograms shall be accompanied by the equivalent
verbal descriptions placed directly below the pictograms. The border dimensions for the pictogram shall only be 6" in height.
The characters and background of sign shall be eggshell, matte or other non-glare finish. Characters and symbols shall
contrast with their background - either light characters on a dark background or dark characters on a light background.
Kroy is a registered trademark of Kroy LLC, used by SilverLeaf Design LLC under license. SilverLeaf Design is not affiliated with Kroy LLC. Copyright 2011 - SilverLeaf Design LLC
The Raster™ method of Braille is a licensed and patented technology owned by Accent Signage Systems, Inc.
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